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ABSTRACT: In forging industries, the dies used for the purpose of forging are opaque. During forging the forged
component can’t be visualized from outside through these opaque dies. Also how the lubricants flowing on metal-die
interface can’t be seen and studied through these opaque dies. To visualize flow of lubricants between metal-die
interfaces these dies are converted into transparent die. Upset forging experiment is done on these transparent die on
hydraulic press machine having maximum capacity 300T. Upset forging load is studied at different conditions such as
keeping polythene, applying grease on polythene, applying grease only and applying a mixture of grease and graphite
powder between metal-die interfaces. Video of metal-die interface is recorded during upset forging from bottom.
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INTRODUCTION: Upset forging increases the diameter of the work piece by compressing its length. Upset
forging is usually done in special high-speed machines called crank presses, but upsetting can also be done in
a vertical crank press or a hydraulic press. Benefits of upset forging are inherent strength retained by
containing metal grain flow, no porosity concerns with forgings. Heads of bolts, valves, single and cluster
gear blanks, artillery shells, and cylinders for radial engines are examples of parts made by upset forging.

CAD is used to design curves and figures in two-dimensional space; or curves, surfaces, and solids in three-
dimensional space. CAD is an important industrial art extensively used in many applications, including
automotive, shipbuilding, and aerospace industries, industrial and architectural design and many more. The
physical structure modeled in CAD package are then transferred to FEA package like DEFORM where the
various analysis can be done. DEFORM is an engineering software that enables designers to analyze metal
forming, heat treatment, machining and mechanical joining processes on the computer rather than the shop
floor using trial and error. DEFORM has been specifically designed for the accurate, fast and convenient
simulation of cold, warm & hot manufacturing operations for preform optimization, process troubleshooting
& die stress analysis. The suite of 2D and 3D programs are used by manufacturers serving the aerospace,
nuclear, automotive and industrial equipment industries, as well as leading research institutes involved in
metallurgy and advanced manufacturing.

Upset forging: Upset Forging or Upsetting is defined as 'free forming', by which a billet or a portion of a work
piece is reduced in height between usually plane, parallel plates. Upsetting process is shown is fig

Fig. 1: Upset Forging of a Cylinder
For the experimentation lead material is considered. The properties of lead that make it useful in a wide
variety of applications are density, malleability, lubricity, flexibility, electrical conductivity, and coefficient of
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thermal expansion, all of which are quite high; and elastic modulus, elastic limit, strength, hardness, and
melting point, all of which are quite low. Lead also has good resistance to corrosion under a wide variety of
conditions. [5]

SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATION:
A specimen is prepared from the Lead material. The billet has the dimensions of Dia. 25mm and height
50mm. For simulation of forging process, we used DEFORM software and gave following parameters,

a) Experimental material is Pb billet

b) Dimension of billet, diameter = 25mm and height =50 mm

c) Deformation is realized at low constant deformation velocity, v = 0.5 mm/sec

d) Friction factor is m= 0.2

e) Investigation is carried out at 20 ºC

f) Die material is polycarbonate

g) Die dimension is 300 mm x 51 mm x 300 mm

Fig. 2: Loads vs. Stroke Isothermal upset forging
The load vs. stroke graph of Figure shows that the load gradually rises with the maximum of 8.947 tons at the
end of the last step that is at the reduction of 40 mm. This represents the maximum force required for the
deformation.

EXPERIMENTAL SETUP: Upset forging is done on hydraulic press machine. To fulfil our main purpose to
visualize the metal and die interface through a video camera, the assembly setup on hydraulic press machine is
done as shown in figure below.

Fig. 3: Assembly setup for upset forging on hydraulic press machine of Pb billet on transparent
polycarbonate die
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RESULT:
Load vs. Stroke comparisons of experimental result and simulation result upto 7.5 mm upsetting of Pb billet
on transparent polycarbonate die.

Fig. 4: Curve load vs. stroke of expt. and simulation
Graph shows that experimental load and simulation load for upset forging without any lubricant between the
interface of lead billet and die. However, the experimental load and simulation load results for upset forging
are nearby. This is happening so because press machine does not apply load more precisely as in simulation
the loads can be applied precisely.

Upsetting with polythene between the interface of lead billet and transparent polycarbonate die

Fig. 5: Images of Pb billet upsetting at different intervals of time seen from bottom transparent die.
Maximum tonnage load for upsetting 40 mm = 10.1 ton. With the application of polythene between interface
of pb billet and die the upsetting is done. From images taken at different stages of upsetting it shows that
metal surface obtains after upsetting is smooth.

Upsetting with polythene and grease between the interface of lead billet and transparent polycarbonate die

Fig. 6: Sequence images of Pb billet upsetting at different intervals of time seen from bottom
transparent die.
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Maximum tonnage load for upsetting 40 mm = 9.56 ton. With the application of grease on polythene and
keeping it on die and billet over it, the images taken at different stages of upsetting shows that grease is
flowing out with wrinkle formation on metal surface.

Upsetting with grease between the interface of lead billet and die

Fig. 7: Sequence images of Pb billet upsetting at different intervals of time seen from bottom
transparent die.

Maximum tonnage load for upsetting 40 mm = 9.02 ton. With the application of grease, the images taken at
different stages of upsettinbg shows wrinkle formation on the deformed bottom interface of metal and flow of
metal taking smoothly outwards.

Upsetting with mixture of grease and graphite between the interface of lead billet and die

Fig. 8: Sequence images of Pb billet upsetting at different intervals of time seen from bottom
transparent die.

Maximum tonnage load for upsetting 40 mm = 8.85 ton. Above images shows the different stages of upsetting
of Pb billet. Mixture of lubricant grease and graphite is used during upsetting. From images we can see the
flow of metal and lubricant outwards. We can also see that the formation of wrinkle on the bottom surface of
billet.

DISSCUSSION AND CONCLUSION: It has been observed that application of lubricants plays an important
role in decreasing upsetting load on billet. In experiment when we apply polythene between interfaces of billet
and die, it gives upsetting load of 10.1 ton. When we keep polythene on die and apply grease on polythene and
keep billet over grease and then we upset, we get the upsetting load value of 9.56 ton. When we apply grease
directly between interface of die material and billet, we get upsetting load of 9.02 ton. When we prepare a
mixture of grease and graphite and keep it in between billet and die interface, then we get upsetting load of
8.85 ton. Here, we observe that as we increase the lubrication between the billets and die interface, the load
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for upsetting decreases continuously. Hence, lubricants have an effective part in decreasing the loading
tonnage in upsetting. Also the texture of metal surface changes to smoothness or with wrinkle formation.
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